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Abstract: Hybrid physical-data-driven modeling techniques have steadily been developed to address
the multi-scale and multi-physical aspects of dynamic process simulations. The analytical and
computational features of a new hybrid-evolving technique for these processes are elaborated herein
and its industrial applications are highlighted. The authentication of this multi-physical and multi-
scale framework is carried out by developing an integrated simulation environment where multiple
solver technologies are employed to create a reliable industrial-oriented simulation framework. The
goal of this integrated simulation framework is to increase the predictive power of material and
process simulations at the industrial scale.

Keywords: hybrid modeling; dynamic material processes; evolving domains; data-driven modeling;
genetic algorithm symbolic regression; cooling process

1. Introduction

The predictive power of numerical simulations for modeling and optimizing dynamic
material processes have rigorously been examined by scientists and engineers to avoid
extensive and costly experimental and repeated trial series. The most vital issue related
to these numerical simulation schemes is to generate reliable and accurate results in a
reasonable computational time while handling this process modeling with reasonable
details and realistic conditions. The conventional Finite Element (FE) and Computational
Fluid Dynamic (CFD) solvers have broadly been employed as pillars of the computing
strategy for solving multi-physical phenomena during the considered processes. However,
due to the multi-phase and multi-scale natures of these processes, more sophisticated
simulation frameworks are required to handle the modeling of different phases of material
at different length scales. Hence, in recent years, some multi-solver simulation frameworks
along with extensive interfacing and bridging technologies were proposed to handle the
simulation of material processes at different phases and length scales.

To establish this integrated simulation framework, reliable interfacing and coupling
procedures are required to implement the multi-solver scheme which is a pillar of the
proposed Through Process Simulations (TPS) of materials which might include casting
process to the forming of final parts [1]. To help establish a ground for such an integrated
simulation framework, new and innovative hybrid techniques have widely been pro-
posed [2–4], which help to improve analytical and numerical aspects of simulations. These
upgraded and sophisticated analytical and numerical simulations are founded on hybrid
physical-data-driven schemes where data processing and handling techniques are used to
improve the analytical and numerical modeling. The center stone of the idea is to combine
the power of Artificial Intelligent (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques with various
existing capabilities of analytical and numerical techniques [5]. Hence, the key here is to
integrate sound physical and analytical techniques with emerging numerical simulation
technologies and supplement the integration process with benefits of the hybrid modeling
scheme.
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In the work herein, the ongoing research on new evolving and dynamic mesh nu-
merical concepts along with hybrid physical-data driven modeling and the integration
of AI-computational framework (using Genetic Algorithm Symbolic Regression, GASR)
will be introduced [6]. The framework would address some of the long-standing problems
of speed, accuracy, and reliability of numerical tools for dynamic material processes. The
hybrid-evolving numerical solution proposed herein is based on a computational concept
which institutes the sound physical\mathematical models and does not only rely on the
improved algorithm or solver technology for the material and process simulations. Hence,
some fundamental numerical performances of the simulation technique are described.
Additionally, some outcomes of a simple case study are shown which have been utilized
using the proposed hybrid framework. By this means, the aspects of hybrid physical-
data-driven modeling are interrogated using the developed GASR tool. One of the main
contributions of this paper is to show how new computational technologies combined with
hybrid modeling and suitable AI scheme can transform the traditional material and process
simulation techniques.

2. Dynamic Processes

The optimization of different industrial processes including, casting, extrusion, forging,
and rolling have long been considered, and many technical\economic advantages on the
one hand and also difficult technical challenges, on the other hand, have been examined.
The use of numerical simulations for optimizing these processes has undoubtedly gained
popularity in the last couple of decades and new and innovative methods have been
developed to be a part of design-optimize-verify processes or even used as a part of
real-time monitoring and automation in the production lines [7–11]. The FE and CFD
solvers have traditionally been utilized for these material process simulations where multi-
physical\phase and multi-scale aspects of the material evolutions have been considered.

The conventional meshing and spatial discretization schemes have initially been uti-
lized in these numerical techniques to define a fixed number of simpler subspaces\elements
with approximate or exact functions (e.g., shape functions). These discretized numerical
domains are then formulated into an algebraic system of equations which can be solved
with the FE and CFD solvers. However, many material processes, like casting, extru-
sion or even Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes are characterized by their gradual
production in the time domain. These continuously growing domains for the dynamic
processes are principally described with the rate of material and thermal energy insertion
during the process (e.g., casting speed, AM deposition rate). The main challenges for the
simulation of these processes are the dynamic nature of these numerical domains, their
continuous material insertion, and the evolution of thermal energy characteristics during
these processes.

Although today’s meshing technologies have become very efficient during simulations
(e.g., adaptive re-meshing), even for the complex geometries and also bodies with large
deformations, the issues of dynamic changes of the domain during simulations and their
evolving discretization scheme have not been systematically addressed. For the dynamic
processes like the casting process and AM, the traditional numerical discretization strategy
was based on the domain discretization for the whole final part\billet. The generated
elements in these domains are then deactivated at the start of the transient simulation to
be later activated piece-wise based on the casting speed (or deposition rate) during the
process simulation.

Although this “Block deactivation\activation Technique” (BT) can successfully be
applied to some industrial casting applications like vertical and horizontal casting processes
(shown in Figure 1), the size of the numerical matrices and system of equations is large for
the duration of the transient analysis (deactivation of elements at the start of the process
would not remove their matrices from the equation solver). To mitigate this problem,
there have been some attempts to introduce innovative discretization techniques [12–14]
for dynamic systems including mixed and merge/splitting element and cell division
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techniques. In these techniques, the numerical domain can be divided into Lagrangian,
Eulerian, and Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) zones. For the casting and extrusion
(and also AM) applications, the transient extension of the part during the simulation can
numerically be modeled using the splitting element layers at interfaces. Although the
approach can alleviate the existence of a large system of equations from the start of the
simulation, it has limitations in terms of interface geometries and boundaries for the more
complex dynamical systems.
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Figure 1. Schematic horizontal casting process at; (a) initial condition; (b) end of transient condition
and; (c) steady-state condition.

For the process simulation of the continuous and semi-continuous casting and its
complicated fluid-mushy-solid coupled analyses (e.g., multi-phase analyses), it is essential
to use an advanced numerical approach, capable of dealing with melt flow, thermal energy
transfer, solidification, and also solid-state conditions. The melt fluid flows into the mould
and its low turbulence/laminar characteristics, mushy and solidification zone (with its
metallurgical aspects), and also the final solid zones need to be simulated accurately to
achieve desired results. These sophisticated numerical simulations have already found their
way into the mainstream industrial tools [15–17] to enable the simulation of chain processes
for production lines. Although the early multi-phase simulations of these processes are an
important part of the framework, the details of these simulations are not discussed here in
this paper. To limit the in-depth technical discussions within a single manuscript, only the
thermal-mechanical simulations of dynamic material processes are presented herein. More
technical discussions about the conventional material processes can be found in [18–20].

3. Evolving Domain Technique

The increasing computational power during the last couple of decades has greatly
affected the way the traditional material process simulations were conducted and more
advanced schemes like coupled multi-physical and multi-phase material modeling have
quickly emerged. Furthermore, the pace of design for more energy-efficient and quality-
oriented industrial processes has significantly picked up in the last two decades where
more innovative and smart virtual tools are utilized to accelerate these processes.
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The new concept of evolving domain and its Dynamic Mesh Technique (DMT) has
been developed recently [20–23] to overcome numerical problems related to the continuous
evolution and transient generation of numerical domains. It treats the extended parts of
the domain as a dynamic zone (e.g., mesh block) which can be appended\evolved in a
predefined or calculated manner and ultimately be attached to the main domain through a
mapping-boundary concept. As the newly generated meshes are attached to the original
domain, a mapping procedure would be performed to handle the new material\energy
input.

For the mapping at the interfaces between the existing discretized domain with a
newly appended mesh block and to overlap grids with multi-resolution (e.g., overlapping
meshes with different sizes) some mathematical representations have already been de-
veloped. The Partition of Unity Finite Element Method (PUFEM), Overlapping Sphere
Elements (OSE) and a few other techniques have already been proposed to handle the
grid-inconsistency [24–26]. For overlapping meshes at the boundary of a numerical domain,
let us assume two interfacing grids with overlapping conditions at the boundaries of Ω1
and Ω2 numerical domains. For linear finite element grids with base functions {vi} i∈I and{

wj
}

j∈J , the overlapping set can be written as [24–26];{
∅1vi , ∅2wj

}
i∈I, j∈J (1)

If the overlapping meshes are represented with a linear independent relation as;

∅1 ∑ iαivi +∅2 ∑ jβ j wj = 0 (2)

and if it is assumed that ∅2 = 1−∅1 then it can be shown that;

∅1
(
∑ iαivi −∑ jβ j wj

)
= −∑ jβ j wj (3)

∑ iαivi −∑ jβ j wj = Const. (4)

To form a stiffness matrix for the interfacing\overlapping meshes, an assembly can
firstly be formed for non-overlapping elements (as a conventional assembly process)
and secondly, overlapping elements’ terms can be entered with multiple entries. More
comprehensive discussions about the multi-resolution interfacing\overlapping grids can
be found in the literature [25,26].

Figure 2 shows a schematic workflow and dynamic mesh generation for the evolving
domain framework where mesh blocks are inserted during the transient simulation at
subsequent time steps. For the continuous casting and extrusion simulations, a directional
vector (horizontal or vertical) can be predefined to start the directional boundary insertion
and mapping scheme for the generated mesh blocks\layers to resemble the transient
extension of the billet\part. The dynamically generated mesh blocks or element rows
can be appended to the original numerical domain between restarts depending on the
speed and requirement of the numerical model for the industrial process. As the numerical
solution is performed on a full parallel-processing machine, decomposition of the extending
domain for multiple instances of the solver at each restart shall independently be carried
out for the transient solution. The generated element blocks (with the same or different
sizes) are integrated into the original domain matrices by a reassembly process at restarts
points (and become a part of the main domain) as the billet extension step with pre-defined
casting speed comes to the end.
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insertion during transient simulation at subsequent restarts [11].

Additionally, for the estimation of the thermal energy evolution and cooling during
the transient process, HTC calculations were carried out to calculate the cooling rates
and thermal gradients. For continuous and semi-continuous casting processes, one of
the popular cooling strategies is to use water spray cooling. The numerical modelings
of cooling processes are also essential to develop a deep understanding of the thermal
evolution and the volatile temperature fields during casting processes. In many casting
processes, the cast billet is impinged by a water jet to extract the thermal energy from
inside of the billet. During the cooling process, the billet undergoes large temperature
fluctuations, especially near its surface. Hence, it is essential to investigate and control
the thermal event to minimize the occurrence of defects on the surface or sub-surface (hot
tearing, cold cracking. . . ).

4. Computational Performance

For the continuous casting application, the issues of long billet sizes and time-
dependent generation scheme based on a pre-defined casting speed are encouraging a new
approach for simulating such processes. One of the main burdens of these new techniques
is the computational time and resources. For dynamic systems, it is essential to have a
strategy to evolve the numerical domain according to the real pace of the manufacturing
process which ultimately delivers a dynamic and growing computational domain. The pro-
posed DMT technique can deliver a method where accurate results can be obtained using
growing and evolving domains [4,9,11]. The computational resources for this technique
are commissioned gradually as the size of the real billet and its simulated counterpart are
growing during the process. Restarting solvers at discrete time steps comes at additional
costs for the repeated matrices’ assemblies and extra Input\Output (IO) activities.

The practical applications of the proposed DMT for real industrial cases can only
be feasible when it can be shown that the technique is capable of competing with the
best available techniques (e.g., BT) in terms of computational performance. To assess the
computational efficiency of the DMT technique against the conventional BT a compre-
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hensive numerical investigation has been carried out to study an industrial size vertical
semi-continuous casting process. For the BT simulation, element blocks are predefined and
the whole model is pre-loaded at the start of the simulation while the contacts between the
blocks are activated consecutively. Table 1 shows the casting process parameters for both
simulation techniques, while Table 2 shows a scenario table designed to assess the com-
putational time and resources of both techniques for all scenarios on a single computing
node. Additionally, Figure 3a shows the BT and DMT numerical models for the vertical
semi-continuous casting process and their meshing strategies. Due to the double symmetric
condition of the rectangular billet, only a quarter of the billet is modeled and meshed for the
transient simulation to save computational time and resources. As it is shown in Figure 3a,
different meshing and contact strategies were used to carry out the casting simulations
for DMT and BT. While both techniques have employed contact elements to simulate the
cooling boundaries (air and water cooling), for BT, the contacts had to be set up for the full
length of the billet. Alternatively, for DMT, as new mesh layers are generated and attached
to the main domain at solver restarts, contact setups needed to be updated [4,9,11].

Table 1. Defined parameters for casting process.

Melt Tem-
perature

[◦C]

Billet
Width

[m]

Billet
Thickness

[m]

Casting
Speed

[m s−1]

Cooling
Water

Temperature
[◦C]

HTC- Air
Cooling

[kW m−2

K−1]

HTC-
Water

Cooling
[kW m−2

K−1]

630 1.24 0.3 0.01 20 1.5
(average)

11
(average)

Table 2. Scenarios Table for DMT and BT case studies using a single computing node with 16 cores.

Scenario
No.

Billet
Length

[m]

No. of
Ele-

ments

CPU
Time
DMT

[s]

CPU
Time BT

[s]

IO Time
DMT

[s]

IO Time
BT
[s]

CPU
Ratio

DMT/BT

S1 0.5 27,189 16,345 20,581 78.62 6.90 79%

S2 1 41,357 45,577 77,387 179.18 7.02 59%

S3 1.4 59,573 84,545 163,063 271.84 13.77 52%

The computational efficiency of DMT in terms of CPU time and IO resources should
be investigated using industrial-scale case studies on a parallel computing platform. Hence,
a table for numerical simulations of industrial-scale scenarios has been prepared for esti-
mation of computational efficiency. Table 2 shows the simulated scenarios for both DMT
and BT models on different numbers of computing nodes. For the purpose of comparison,
numerical models with three different geometries (for the billet lengths 0.5 m, 1 m, and
1.4 m) were created and their corresponding structured meshes were generated accord-
ingly. These models were simulated on a parallel computing platform with the technical
specifications shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Technical specifications and version of operating software for parallel computing nodes.

CPU Name No. of
Sockets

Cores per
Socket

Total
Memory

[MB]

Communication
Between Nodes

Parallelization
Scheme

LS-DYNA
Release Accuracy

Intel Xeon
E5-2687W v4 2 8 65,536 InfiniBand

Platform MPI
08.02.00.00

[10060]
MPP R8.1.0 Double

precision

To compare the simulation results, the computational time-history results were post-
processed to calculate the CPU and IO computational times. The three-dimensional plot of
local computational efficiency against three billet lengths and the number of computational
cores is shown in Figure 3b. The local efficiency can be defined as the ratio of the total
simulation time of a base scenario for the specified billet length (i.e., wall clock time)
divided by the CPU time for each scenario. The most efficient scenario using 16 cores for
the DMT technique was used as a base scenario for each billet length. Accordingly, the
higher the efficiency values shown in Figure 3, the lower the total simulation times for the
casting scenarios.

The results of the comparative study presented in Figure 3 show that concerning
numerical efficiency, DMT can outperform BT almost in every scenario. It can also be
clearly seen how the billet length and the parallelization influence the computational
efficiency where DMT can benefit more from heavy parallelization than BT. Only in the
case of 64 cores and only for the short billet length of 0.5 m, BT can slightly beat DMT using
16 cores [4]. Furthermore, Figure 3c shows the increase in IO processing times for DMT
at each restart point (for 1.4 m length billet) using different numbers of computational
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nodes (1, 2, and 4 number of nodes). Due to the increased number of elements and
thus history variables, the time and effort for reading and writing data, decomposing the
mesh for parallelization, and initializing the matrices increase steadily over the whole
transient simulation. It is also clear that using more than one computational node leads
to a significant increase in input/output time while the difference between using 2 nodes
(16 cores) and 4 nodes (64 cores), on the other hand, is not significant. Despite the higher
IO time for the DMT, the total simulation wall clock time is still significantly lower than
the conventional technique due to the fact that the CPU computational time is generally
more than two orders of magnitude larger than IO times for real-size casting applications.

5. Conventional Cooling Models

Different aspects of numerical simulations of material processes are founded on
complicated phenomena governed by the multi-physical and multi-phase interactions
including thermal evolution and heating\cooling modeling. The cooling modelings during
these material processes and their numerical simulations are traditionally based on a
methodology of using theoretical and analytical knowledge along with some practical
experiences. As conventional water impingement cooling is still popular in many material
processes, the numerical modelings of these processes are essential to developing a deep
understanding of thermal evolutions and their effect on final product quality.

During these processes (e.g., casting, rolling, extrusion, etc.), billet\parts are im-
pinged with a water jet to extract thermal energy and to cool down to room temperature.
Although a lot of research has been conducted in the last twenty years to numerically
calculate\estimate the thermal evolution and heat transfer phenomena during industrial
material processes, the complex multi-physical\phase nature of these events could not
fully be described. Hence, simpler analytical estimations of Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC)
during these processes have broadly been used to accelerate the modeling process. The
mathematical representation of the cooling process on hot surfaces can be expressed with
the simplified governing equations for the water spray cooling system as [27–29];

∇.U = 0
∂U
∂t

= −∇
(

P
ρ

)
+

1
Re
∇2U (5)

where U, P, ρ and Re are velocity vector, pressure, density, and Reynolds number, respec-
tively. The spray wet area can also be defined as;

A = f (x, y, z)
Q
Vs

(6)

where f (x,y,z), vs. and Q are coordinate distribution function, surface flow rate, and water
flow rate, respectively. Various parameters would affect the thermal energy dissipation dur-
ing water spray cooling, namely: temperature difference between billet surface and water,
water flow rate, angle of impingement, water quality, surface roughness, and some other
minor parameters. Since, the type of boiling regime on the hot surface has major effects on
the heat dissipation rate, the complex interaction between surface/steam/water and air
would determine the real cooling HTC. Figure 4 shows a schematic bubble generation and
departure on a horizontal hot surface during a water spray action.
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Although there have been many attempts in recent years to carry out interfacial HTC
estimations based on the inverse heat transfer calculations using available experimental
data (with fitting techniques), the generality and accuracy of these estimation techniques
have not been verified [30,31]. To make the HTC estimations simpler, the thermal energy
transfer during cooling can be assumed as the summation of different interchanging
mechanisms between a hot surface and the water as;

qT = q1 + q2 + q3 (7)

where q1, q2 and q3 are single-phase convective, evaporation, and quenching heat flux
densities, respectively. With some mathematical manipulation, for the case of continuous
liquid phase (water) and dispersive gases (water vapor and air), the three-phase continuity
equation for phase k can be written as [32,33]:

∂αk
∂t

+∇(αk
→
Uk) =

Γki − Γik
ρk

(8)

where k denotes the phase and can be either liquid or gas and i is the non-k phase. The
α, ρ, and U represent the phase volume fraction, density, and velocity vector respectively.
More detailed discussions about the conventional spray-cooling modeling can be found
in [27–33].

6. Hybrid Cooling Models

The use of hybrid physical-data-driven modeling and its application in material
science and engineering have increasingly been promoted over recent years and the imple-
mentation of ML and AI technologies within alloy designs and processes have gradually
been utilized. These emerging techniques have a great potential for the future of material
process engineering and industrial manufacturing where it has already been proven that
their potential to generate values in various material process applications and material
modeling domains are significant [34,35]. For the material process simulations, ML and AI
mean algorithm-based and data-driven schemes which enable better representations of
phenomena with more accurate predictions and better continuous learning and improve-
ment. The hybrid models are categorically grouped into different classes, namely; auxiliary,
augmented, full, and dynamic hybrid models where different applications can be handled
using an appropriate type of hybrid model. The description of these models can briefly be
presented as;

â For auxiliary hybrid models, parameters in the physical/empirical models are function-
fitted using ML and AI tools

â In augmented hybrid models, physical models are augmented with terms derived by
function-fitting features of ML and AI tools
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â Fully hybrid models where data trends from ML and AI are used along with physical
laws to derive the hybrid model.

â Trained (or dynamic) hybrid models where the existing hybrid model is a subject of
ML and AI tools for improvement

As these techniques are becoming ostensible for many materials and process modeling
applications including dynamic casting and forming applications, the need for a greater
understanding of technology utilization has raised within material and process simulation
communities. The modeling capabilities of these techniques share the same fundamental
intentions, namely; faster and more accurate modeling and the ability to dynamically
change the rules and functions using new emerging data.

To ease the analytical overburden for the cooling modeling, the concepts of augmented
hybrid modeling have willingly been employed here to estimate HTCs during the casting
process. Since the mass conservation of the sum of the volume fractions in (8) should be
unity (∑k αk = 1), the momentum terms for any of the phases in the equation should be
conserved as [36–40];

∂

∂t
(αkρkUk) +∇.(αkρkUkUk) = −αk∇p + αkρkg +∇.αk

(
τk + τt

k
)
+ Mk (9)

where p and g are pressure and gravitational acceleration. The Mk is the total interfacial
force which can be defined as the rate of bubble generations and their movement relative
to the hot surface during material processes as [36–40];

Mk = FD + FW + FL + FB + FV + FTD + ∑ N
j=1

( .
mjkUj −

.
mkjUk

)
(10)

where FD, FW, FL, FB, FV and FTD are the drag, the wall lubrication (smoothness), lift,
buoyancy, virtual mass, and turbulence drag forces (the Basset force is ignored herein due
to negligible effects). The last term on the right-hand side of the equation is defined as
momentum transfer associated with mass transfer. The energy conservation equation for
each phase can also be written as [36–40];

∂

∂t
(αkρkhk) +∇.(αkρkUkhk)−∇.

[
αk

(
λk∇Tk +

µt

σh
∇hk

)]
= Qk (11)

where h, λ, T and Q are enthalpy, thermal conductivity, temperature, and interfacial heat
transfer respectively. For the wall lubrication force (also known as Frank force), which is
the effect that moving the bubbles away from the hot surface, the values can be estimated
as [36–40];

Fw = αdρcCw {(vd − vc)− [(vd − vc).nw]nw}2nw CW = CWE max

0,
1

CWD

1− yw
CWCdb

yW

(
yW

CWCdb

)p−1

 (12)

where nw, Cw, CwE are the normal unit vector for the hot surface, the wall lubrication
coefficient, and bubble Bond coefficient. The p, CWC, and CWD are correction coefficients
and can be assumed as p = 1.7, CWC = 10 and CWD = 6.8 for the casting cooling spray system.
The bubble Bond coefficient can also be estimated as,

CWE =


e−0.933E+0.179 1 ≤ E ≤ 5

0.007E + 0.04 5 ≤ E ≤ 33 E = ∆ρ g L2

σ
0.179 33 < E

(13)

where E is the bond number which is defined as a dimensionless number measuring the
importance of surface tension forces compared to body forces and is used to characterize
the shape of bubbles moving in a continuous fluid. The ∆ρ, L and σ are density differences,
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characteristic length, and surface tension force per unit length. For the spray cooling during
the casting process, the bond number can be written as [36–40];

E =
g(ρc − ρd)db

σ
(14)

where db is the expected bubble diameter. Although the drag force FD can approximately
also be estimated using analytical calculations (with some simplified assumptions), the
low accuracy of the results would hamper the HTC calculations for jet and spray cooling.
Hence, an augmented hybrid model is used here to combine the analytical and data-driven
techniques for the calculation of the interfacial force.

To start generating data for the calculation of the bubble drag force, a series of numeri-
cal simulations using detailed CFD modelings have been performed. A scenario table has
then been defined for the drag force calculations based on varying bubble diameters and
flow velocities. Table 4 shows the scenario table for the numerical simulations where differ-
ent scenarios based on bubble diameters and water flow rate (e.g., water velocity at nozzles)
are defined. For the data handling and postprocessing of the drag force data, the GASR
technique has been employed. GASR is one of the interesting data processing techniques
where measured and/or calculated data can be fitted by suitable mathematical formulae
(from a different family of functions) using genetic and\or evolutionary algorithms. The
technique has gradually been developed for computer implementation in recent years and
some computer tools are already available based on GASR technologies. HeuristicLab [6]
is one of the open-source academic software tools which have been developed to deal with
a variety of data-driven modeling problems. It is prominently useful for problems where
computational simulations are combined with optimization and design features within
science and engineering research activities.

Table 4. Numerical simulation scenarios for different bubble diameters and water flow rates.

Dia. [m]
Vel. [m/s]

0.1 0.2 0.5 0.8 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4

0.001 × × × × × × × × × ×
0.002 × × × × × × × × × ×
0.005 × × × × × × × × × ×
0.02 × × × × × × × × × ×
0.05 × × × × × × × × × ×
0.1 × × × × × × × × × ×

The verification of drag force calculation for a single bubble has initially been carried
out using simplified analytical and 2D detailed CFD techniques. One of the simple and
popular analytical technique which can be used to approximate the bubble drag force can
be written as [36–40];

FD = CD
1
8

ρc Aint|vr|vr
α (15)

CD =
24
Reb

(
1 + 0.15Reb

0.678
)

Reb =
ρc|vr|d

µc
(16)

where CD, ρc, Aint =
πd2

4 , d, α, and vr are the drag coefficient, density of continuous phase
(water), interfacial area, bubble diameter, correction factor, and the phase’s relative velocity
(vr = vd − vc, the velocity difference between continuous and disperse phases), respectively.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of drag forces for a single bubble using the simplified
analytical (red) and the detailed CFD techniques (blue), assuming d = 2 mm, α = 1.5, and
ρc = 1000 kg/m3.
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The drag force data for the GASR multi-dimension regression analyses have then been
generated using the results of the detailed CFD simulations. For the initial velocity field
near the hot surface, global transient CFD analyses have been performed to calculate the
water velocity field near the wall where bubbles are generated. Figure 6a,b show the global
CFD simulation for the water cooling impingement on the billet surface and the thermal
boundary setup for the vertical casting process. While Figure 6c show the detailed CFD
simulations for the bubble dynamics for two different bubble diameters.
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The calculation of bubble’s drag forces using detailed CFD simulations has broadly
been carried out for all planned scenarios and a small database has been generated for
GASR training. In the work herein, the method of symbolic regression is freely used
to obtain mathematical expressions of functions that can fit the cooling data based on
simple rules and broad generalization. It differs from the conventional regression analyses
(linear or nonlinear) where parameters are optimized in the mathematical model, rather it
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generates a routine to create models and their parameters for better a fitting scheme or for
the purpose of getting better insights into the dataset.

Figure 7 shows the graphical presentation of the tree diagram for GASR function fitting
along with resulting expressions for the bubble drag force with varying water velocities
and the bubble diameters. The calculation of HTC values on the interface between the hot
billet surface and water is generally governed by the classical thermal energy transfer law;

q = HTC (Tb − Tw) (17)

where Tb, Tw are temperatures of billet surface and impinging water. As the water flow
momentum\velocity and pressure vary over the billet surface during the cooling process,
the HTC is not uniform over the whole billet surface. Additionally, the HTC calculations
for the casting processes can be split into four distinct temperature ranges (see Table 5),
namely;
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Table 5. New hybrid HTCs’ equations for water impingement.

Zone Number HTC Estimations

I–pre-boiling zone
40 < Tb < 100 ◦C HTCpre = α

(
Q
Lb

)β
(7e2 ∗ Tb − 1.67e3)

II–nucleate boiling zone
100 < Tb < 235 HTCnu =

(
µH f g
Tsat cα

f

)(
CpTb
H f g

)α( σµCp

K g (ρw−ρv )

)β

III–transition boiling zone
235 < Tb < 400 HTCtra = HTCnu

(
1−

(
Tb−TCHF

Tb

)γ)

IV–film boiling zone
400 < Tb < 550

HTC f = HTCtra

(
1−

(
Tb−TLe

Tb

)
(H1 + H2)

λ
)

H1 = γ
Tb
×

 k3
w g ρw H f g(ρw−ρv)

(
1+

cp Tb
2H f g

)
µw Tb

(
σ

g (ρw−ρv )

)β

α

H2 = 5.4×104

Tb
(1 + 0.055Tb) vκ

s

â Pre-boiling: surface temperature below the water boiling temperature (T < 100 ◦C)
where single-phase calculation can be used to estimate the HTC values

â Nucleate boiling: surface temperature between water boiling temperature and Critical
Heat Flux (CHF) temperature where nucleate the boiling regime is dominant. The
formation of the discrete bubbles and their movement under drag, lift, and Frank
lubrication forces (as discussed earlier) enhances the local fluid motion resulting in
an increasing convective HTC. At higher billet surface temperatures near the CHF
temperature, the discrete bubbles would coalesce into large size bubbles which further
enhances the water flow (the so-called “fully developed nucleate boiling regime”). The
rate of change for the surface HTC in the nucleate boiling regime is significant even
with small surface temperature changes. For many industrial casting applications,
the water-sprayed nucleate boiling regime is preferred since it is generating a high
cooling rate.

â Transition boiling: surface temperature between CHF and Leidenfrost temperatures
where transition boiling regime is taking place. The transition boiling regime and
its modeling is one of the challenging issues for HTC calculations during industrial
processes. In this type of boiling regime, the surface thermal energy exchange reduces
as the billet surface temperature increases.

â Film boiling: surface temperature above the Leidenfrost temperature where vapor
films are covering the surface of the hot billet. The modeling of cooling for this
temperature range can be divided into several cooling regimes based on the different
interface of fluid (water) and vapor as continuous, discrete, stable, and unstable.

The continuous HTC functions for the variation of billet surface temperatures have to
be defined from hotter temperatures at the top of the billet to the cooler temperatures at
the lower elevations to enable the simulation of the whole casting process at an industrial
scale.

7. Hybrid-Evolving Technique: Case Study

To investigate the application of the evolving domain technique combined with the
hybrid cooling models for industrial casting processes, a conventional vertical casting
process has been simulated. As stated earlier, the conventional approach for dynamic
systems like casting processes on FE solvers is to pre-mesh the whole cast domain (since
the final shape of the domain is known) and to activate elements during the simulation.
The CPU computational time and memory storage issues are the main drawbacks of
such an approach which restricted the application of the technique for practical industrial
casting simulations (especially for limited in-core computer storage space). Hence, for
the continuous casting applications herein, a gradual extension of the numerical domain
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during the solution could avoid solving large matrices for all time steps and save computer
resources during the calculation.

As part of the multi-physical and multi-phase simulation framework, the hybrid-
evolving technique deals with the cooling phenomena at boundaries while the dynamic
mesh module with its efficient parallel-processing scheme can perform fast and accurate FE
analyses. For the casting process case study herein, the combination of hybrid physical-data
driven technique and the dynamic generative computational scheme has been employed
to promote the application of these new trends in the material science

7.1. HTC Estimations

For the vertical casting application, the thermal energy transfer during the process is
complicated and cumbersome to accurately predict for the final FE simulations. The casting
HTC values change rapidly during the startup condition where different cooling regimes
add to the modeling complications. The HTCs generally rise rapidly with the increasing
billet surface temperatures until a critical temperature is reached where the unstable and
film boiling regimes would reduce the associated HTCs. As stated earlier, the estimation of
CHF temperature point and its associated heat flux can help to understand and optimize
the billet surface cooling rates and thermal-mechanical stress\strain conditions within the
cast billet. The critical billet surface temperature for this study can be estimated at 220 ◦C to
275 ◦C (depending on surface roughness and water quality) where cooling on the hot billet
surface is achieved by heat transfer from the billet to a free-falling film of water running
down on the outside of the billet surface.

Using the analytical and hybrid physical-data-driven models presented in the pre-
vious section, a new set of HTC equations has been derived to model the heat energy
evolution during the casting process. Appendix A present a brief description of the basic
mathematical concepts and their parameter definitions while Table 5 and Figure 8 show
the final derived HTC equations and their graphical representations. Although the use
of a hybrid modeling technique results in long equations for the HTC estimations, the
computer implementations of these equations would ease the calculation times.
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As it can be seen in Figure 8, the HTC values are rising towards the CHF point
where maximum cooling can be achieved for both experimental measurements and the
hybrid model. Although the maximum thermal heat transfer for both models is similar
the HTC measured and calculated values below CHF shows some inconsistency. At first
glance, it seems that the hybrid model is overestimating the HTC values for billet surface
temperatures between 60 ◦C to 230 ◦C. The experimental HTC graph is calculated based
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on the method in [41–43] where temperature measurements were obtained using a set
of installed thermo-couples. Figure 9 shows the in-house testing apparatus for plate
cooling tests along with the thermo-couple arrangements and the view of the water jet
impingement. Using the apparatus, water can be impinged on a fixed and stationary
plate using an appropriate size nozzle. Due to difficulties of measurements on the surface
of the hot plate, the thermo-couples were mounted on the back of the plate inside a set
of pre-drilled holes. The distance of these thermo-couples to the surface of the plate is
a minimum 3 mm which makes the recorded temperatures within the bulk of the plate
(not exactly on the surface). Hence, for these thermo-couples, the large thermal gradient
forming at the very near of the plate surface cannot be captured accurately. Subsequently,
the final HTC estimations using the experimental data seem to show underestimated values
(e.g., showing zero HTC at about 60 ◦C) which may explain some of the inconsistencies
between the recorded and calculated values at the lower temperatures.
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7.2. Hybrid Evolving Simulation

In this case study, an industrial contact-less vertical casting process with rectangular
cross-section has been modeled using the dynamic and evolving domain technique [4]. To
avoid the complicated mold-filling and fluid-thermal-mechanical interaction simulations,
a simple filling condition has been estimated and an initial state of the billet is assumed
(e.g., after 50 mm of casting) along with initial thermal conditions. A preliminary struc-
tured mesh has been generated with thermal and displacement degrees of freedom. The
convection and radiation of the melt (at the top of the mold) are taken into account using
the results of free-convention CFD simulations (shown in Appendix B, Figure A1).

For the water-cooling HTCs, the values based on the hybrid modeling have been
implemented and used for the rectangular quarter-model billet (using input parameters
shown in Appendix B, Table A1). Figure 10 shows the FE simulation of the billet and the
resulting cooling curves for the Hybrid-evolving model. Figure 10a,b show the generation
of dynamic mesh layers with their temperature contours during the evolving scheme
for the billet quarter model, while Figure 10c shows the temperature comparison for the
measured and simulated billet surface temperatures below the water impingement zone.
As it appears from the comparison of the cooling curves, although the hybrid cooling
model can predict the temperature gradient at the start of the casting process relatively
well, it shows some degree of instability in the transition boiling zone (temperature between
280 ◦C to 400 ◦C). Despite all the efforts to adjust the data on the simulated HTCs (results
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using the hybrid cooling model) to the phenomena at this temperature range, due to the
difficulties in the modeling of the stochastic unstable film formation on the billet surface
(film formation and breakage) the results show some degrees of discrepancy.
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8. Conclusions

The hybrid-evolving approach introduced in this paper employs a new numerical
evolving-domain technique combined with analytical-numerical-data driven hybrid mod-
els to simulate industrial casting processes. One of the advantages of this combined
approach is to increase the accuracy and flexibilities of the process simulations while
limiting the required computational time and resources. The technique relishes enough
agility and flexibility to be implemented on mainstream commercial solvers for material
processes. The framework is also easily adaptable to various dynamic material processes
and provides a practical simulation routine for these processes at an industrial scale.

At the start of the manuscript, some technical aspects of the new evolving domain
and dynamic mesh technique have shortly been presented and the computational perfor-
mance of the technique is investigated. In the following parts of the paper, the contagious
concepts of multi-phase cooling modeling combined with its augmented genetic-algorithm
ML model have briefly been scrutinized and the potential application of the method for
industrial material processes are highlighted using a case study for the vertical casting
application.

At the first glance, it can be presumed that for the evolving domain technique the
mandatory repeated initializations and solver matrices’ re-assembly processes at every
restart can introduce some disadvantages in terms of computational efficiency. However,
detailed computational investigations have proved that processing smaller size matrices
used throughout the simulations in this technique can outperform the conventional simu-
lation techniques, especially on the parallel computational nodes. Furthermore, there is a
possibility to shorten IO time for these initializations using embedded mesh data within
the active computer memory of the FE solver. Thereby, the required input data could be
passed to the solver directly instead of the conventional way via external input files.

As a final statement, the intention herein is to promote and encourage the use of a
combination of hybrid modeling techniques with the latest developments on dynamic
process simulations to upgrade computational material science to the next level. The
opportunity to follow the trend on the new hybrid modeling schemes for further material
processes would be taken and this would be the subject for the extension of the research
work presented herein.
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Appendix A

The conventional analytical approach for the calculation of HTC values in different
temperature ranges can briefly be summarized for quick estimations. For the pre-boil
temperature range (0 to 100 ◦C), a single-phase liquid (water) spray impingement cooling
regime can be assumed where the HTC estimation is generally governed by the classical
thermal energy transfer law;

q = HTC (Tb − Tw) (A1)

where Tb, Tw are temperatures of the billet surface and impinging water. As the water flow
momentum\velocity and pressure vary over the billet surface during cooling processes,
HTCs are not uniform over the whole billet surface. If it is assumed that the spray flow is
laminar (low velocity) and the surface of the billet is smooth and uniform, the following
correlation functions can be derived for the Nusselt number distribution (Nusselt num-
ber is the ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer normal to the billet surface) at
impingement point as [36–40];

Nu = 0.7212 Re0.5Pr0.4
L 0.7 ≤ Pr ≤ 3 (A2)

Nu = 0.7212 Re0.5Pr0.37
L 3 ≤ Pr ≤ 10 (A3)

where Re and PrL are Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. For the water flowing parallel to
the billet surface below the impingement zone (trailing water), an approximate correlation
function can be defined as;

Nu = 1.5874 Re0.33Pr0.33
L

(
25.735

r3

Re
+ 0.8566

)−0.67

(A4)

where r is a non-dimensional radius (ratio of nozzle to impingement area radius). For
HTCs during the nucleate boiling regime (temperature range between boiling and CHF),
the simple empirical relationship for the thermal flux has been proposed by [44] as;
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qnb
µ.h f g

(
σ

g(ρ f − ρv)

)0.5

=

(
1

Cs f

(
cp f ∆T

h f g

)
Pr−1.7

f

)1.95

(A5)

where ρf, ρv, σ, µ, hfg, cpf and Prf are the density of water and vapor, surface tension, water
dynamic viscosity, latent heat of evaporation from water to vapor, specific heat of water
and water spray Prandtl number, respectively. The Csf is a constant which depends on the
interaction of the water spray with the billet surface and can be assumed as 3.07 × 10−3.
The use of this empirical equation is limited to certain ranges of water flow rates and
temperature differences. The better empirical relationship which takes into account the
water flow rates (spray velocity) and wider density ratios is proposed as [45,46];

qc

ρv.h f gvs
= 0.221×

(
ρw

ρv

)0.645(
1 +

L
l

)−0.364
(

2σ

ρlvj
2(L− l)

)0.343

(A6)

where qc, ρw, vs, L and l are critical heat flux (maximum heat flux), water density, velocity of
water spray and characteristic length of heated surface and subcooled zones, respectively.
This empirical function is valid for wide ranges of fluid to vapor density ratios (up to 1600)

and Weber numbers (up to 5 × 106). The Weber number can be defined as e = vs
2ρw L
σ . For

the film boiling regime, a simplified practical formulation can be adopted to estimate the
maximum film boiling heat flux using simplified principals as [47];

q = 0.425×

 k3
f g ρ f hp f

(
ρw − ρ f

)(
1 +

cp f ∆Tsat
2hp f

)
(µw ∆Tsat

(
σ

g (ρw−ρ f )

)0.5


0.25

(A7)

where ρw, ρf, kf, µw, hpf, cpf and σ are density of water and vapor film, film thermal
conductivity, water dynamic viscosity, latent heat of evaporation from water to vapor film,
specific heat of water and surface tension, respectively.

Appendix B

The estimation of HTCs for the air cooling and water impingement boiling regimes is
essential for any industrial material processes. The modeling of the convection, conduction,
and radiation phenomena during cooling processes and their resulting thermal evolution
within billets and parts is a cumbersome task. The convective HTC for the air cooling (for
free convection) can be estimated using [36–40];

hc =
kNu

λ
(A8)

where Nu is Nusselt number, k is the air thermal conductivity and λ is the characteristic
length (for casting application it can be assumed as a distance from the melt-pool top
surface to the water impinging point). The radiation HTC for air cooling can be assumed
as;

hr = ε σ T4/CαT (A9)

where C and α are correction factors, σ is a constant (Stefan–Boltzmann constant) which
can be assumed as 5.672 × 10−8 W/m2-K4 for casting applications and ε is the billet
surface emissivity (for aluminum billets it can be assumed as 0.19 W/m2). The C and α are
correction factors which can be estimated using an initial free-convection CFD simulation
of the casting process. Figure A1 shows the variation of radiation HTCs with billet surface
temperature during the semi-continuous casting process of aluminum alloys
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For the hybrid-evolving framework used for the simulation of the casting process in
this study, the water impingement process and its HTC curves are employed to extract
thermal energy and to cool down the billet in a controlled manner. This would generally
give the opportunity to control the microstructure formation, reducing thermal residual
stresses and minimizing defects on the final billet. The transient fluctuations of HTCs
during the process and its effects on solidification and microstructure formation of the cast
billets are the most challenging parts of hybrid analytical-numerical simulation for cooling
processes.

Hence, the proposed hybrid technique herein, has been focused on combining sound
and simple analytical, efficient data-driven training techniques and a set of sequential de-
tailed simulations in a way to achieve more accurate results in a reasonable computational
time. Moreover, the overall planned simulation framework includes modules for the cool-
ing and solidification which would be formulated and integrated into a commercial-based
software platform as;

• HTC calculator using the hybrid cooling models for the water spray process (using
augmenting hybrid method)

• Solidification module [48] for incorporating the change of phase into melt flow during
casting processes (not discussed in this paper)

• Controlling module for mixing the cooling and solidification modules using in-house
coding

Additionally, in this research work, special attention has been devoted to the devel-
opment of more practical and affordable models with proper engineering accuracy and
limited computational time and resources. Table A1 describes the parameters for the new
hybrid HTC functions which have been implemented for the casting case study herein.
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Table A1. Definition of parameters for hybrid HTCs equations.

Zone Number Parameters Validity

I–pre-boiling zone

Q–water flow rate [m3/s]
Lb–billet perimeter [m]

Tb –billet surface temp [◦C]
α = 1.35
β = 0.3

40 < Tb < 100

II–nucleate boiling zone

µ = 0.000267 [Ns/m2]
Hfg = 2257e3 [J/kg]

cf = 0.016 [J/s]
Cp = 4219 [J/kg K]
K = 0.68 [W/m K]

g = 9.81 [m/s2]
rw = 995 [kg/m3]
rv = 0.6 [kg/m3]
σ = 0.059 [N/m]

α = 0.8
β = −0.515

100 < Tb < 235

III–transition boiling zone TCHF = 235 [◦C]
g = 0.42 235 < Tb < 400

IV–film boiling zone

vs = 1 [m/s]
α = 0.4
β = 0.5
γ = 0.5
k = 0.6
l = 0.15

400 < Tb < 550
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